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At 6am on a Saturday morning you groggily trudged out of bed, not to pour a bowl of sugary cereal and
watch Saturday morning cartoons, but to make the blissful journey to the hair salon, in hopes that your early
arrival would yield an early release. As you walked through the door you were greeted by the smell of lye,
the heat of the dryers, and the sounds of loud gossip and chatter.  I think almost all black women remember
this experience as a child, whether you were the one with the appointment or just being dragged along by
your mother, the beauty salon was somewhat of a second home. We all know the notion that the beauty salon
is a hub of social interaction in Black culture and that all the gossip and information of the community can be
heard over the sounds of hair dryers and sizzling hot irons; but have we ever stopped to think about what else
we learned at the beauty salon? The beauty salon itself can easily be a symbol of, “you aren’t pretty until you
conform to the standard of beauty obtained within these walls.”

Since I decided to go natural a few years ago I don’t particularity
frequent beauty shops the way I once did, but not to long ago, I
found myself in need of a blowout and off to the salon I went.
While I was sitting under the dryer, I watched two little girls walk
into the beauty salon, each to have their hair done. One little girl
had a full head of beautiful fluffy kinky hair and the other girl
had an equally beautiful wave of curls that fell over her shoulders.
I watched the women in the salon fawn over the little girl with the
loose curls as they praised the beauty and ease of her hair,
reminding her how blessed she was. The other little girl was led
to a chair where two women sucked their teeth and chatted
trivially about giving her a perm. They proceeded to tell the little
girl that she needed a perm so her hair could be “normal”. I’m not
embellishing here, these were precisely the words that came out of
the stylist’s mouth. Now I bring this up, not as an example of hair
hate, but as an example of general self hate that is instilled in us
at such a young age. This little girl watched as another little girl
was praised for having good hair and was told that her own hair
wasn’t normal.

This isn’t uncommon in the world of the hair salon. Everybody
seemed to understand the unwritten rules of conduct. As they

tugged at your hair stylists would freely criticize the latest celebrity or known around the community woman
for any number of “flaws” they had. I can even recall  a very specific debate in a salon I once went to around
the time that Beyoncé was just going solo. These women were tearing Beyoncé to shreds, calling her fat,
saying her thighs were too big, “who did this high yellow bitch think she was”. That seems like a crazy
notion in today’s world where Beyoncé is the envy of millions of women. (I don’t like Beyoncé conversations
so that example stops there.)

Beauty shop conversation can be far from harmless banter, it can turn malicious and when you are a young
girl consistently

exposed to this kind of conversation you essentially adopt it as acceptable and proper. Even worse than
accepting the habit, you begin to internalize the words, scrutinizing every physical detail of yourself. When
the stylist told you how ugly your ends were, you cringed as she clipped them off, then went home and
obsessed over your hair, ensuring the perfection of your ends for your return trip to the salon. Discussions of
how awful that celebrity looked in that color outfit, had you obsessing over which color was right for your
skin. Not to mention the occasional straight guy who would hang around the salon, with commentary on how
wonderfully fat that girl’s ass was in the last music video; sending you home to crane your neck in the mirror
to get a good look at your not so bootylicious butt. Trips to the beauty salon forced you to ponder over trivial
things, which over time you internalize into these everyday worries. Of course the beauty salon is not solely
responsible for this, but it’s a matter of food for thought to recognize the influence that they did have.
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As women, we seem to make a habit of tearing each
other down, there is no better embodiment of this
behavior then at the beauty salon. There was a time
when the beauty salon was a hub of political
discourse and planning for social movements. The
conversations were led by the movers and shakers,
and to be a young girl privy to this conversation was
a privilege and somewhat of a right of passage.
 Today the beauty salon is a conglomeration of
malicious words and gossip, and while I am not
condemning beauty salon culture or even saying
every beauty salon is like this, I do think it calls for
some review. When women tear each other down in
front of young girls, it teaches young girls the same
malicious behavior and therein lies a circle of self
hate.


